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Tiara: The Wheel of Gold Gambling den
caught on fire but was quickly extinguished
by Jalak Seabreeze, a follower of Sivan.
There was only one injury. The authorities
believe it was deliberately set, and they vow
to find the suspect.
Viscountess Cilyndra Igas of Hama has
died at the age of 82, She is most known for
her questing for one of the 13 legendary
crowns of Ellina. It is said she valiantly
defended her fellow adventurers belonging
to The Fellowship of the Boot and slaying a
powerful demon.
Rama: The City of Turmoil: This ancient
city located in the Mineral Islands. It is
home to the late Viscountess Cilyndra. It’s a
safe town and is home to many different
races. Including an Orc Blacksmith. This
fair city has been steadily growing, and the
people are happy. They produce vast
amounts of wheat exports as well a newer
metal discovered by the dwarves there called
zinc.
House Molari of the Bravri Imperium has
just been named the house to lead the Office
of State for the Empire. They will be
heading up all foreign relations for the
empire for the next several years. Lando
Molari with his three wives is already
moving into the state building. It is said that
Lando will be a fair and ruthless negotiator
for the empire.
Trinity of the Axe: A new adventurer’s
group called Trinity of the Axe, has
recovered a strange tome called Book of the
Dead God. They have not said any more
about this tome, but the cults want to find
them and acquire the book.
Baron Aldus Vaiyle: The Baron has used
his most prized item to ferret out several
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spies in his city of Winter Glen. This
artifact he calls the Chalice of Truth.
Silent Peasant Wayhouse: This inn is
located in the city of Drake. This is a
large inn and was initially started
because of all the teamsters pass
through. We tried their signature drink
called the “Good Djinni” it was tasty
but a little overpriced. Our main
course a good lobster with Nymph
knocker potatoes which were superb.
The service was slow, and the
innkeeper was fussing over all the little
things. An excellent inn, but a new
owner would better serve the
establishment.
Southern Empire: Empress Raven led
her armies against Yaron and the
Palace of Ardyndrill. The kingdom of
Styx and the adventurer’s group called
Ocean’s Adventurers aided in their
defense. They cornered the empress in
the Room of Secrets holding the sacred
Book of Secrets. She threw down an
orange card and vanished. The loss of
this artifact is devastating to the order.
The mayor of Arrowcrest Daron
Erkara has made a call to find the
missing town of West Grove which he
says was there and now it is not.
Turpin Eruran (42) an Arbiter of
Quitari, in Summerwell, has married a
young florist of the town named Gay
Will.
OBIT: Laksta Colleen – a Gnole –
dies at the age of 57. Laksta was a
follower of Astaroth, from the
Dreadwood Forest. Laksta was a
warrior of great prowess.
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